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∗
In an earlier work [1℄ we showed that the gravitational interation ould be reprodued as a
retarded dispersion interation (Casimir interation) between partiles omposed of hypothetial
partiles having harmoni osillator interations. Here we derive the modiation of the fore when
the vauum modes have a small but nite temperature. The resulting interation is of nite range.
We give the result on analytial form.
PACS numbers: 04.50.-h, 04.90.+e, 12.90.+b, 14.80.-j, 34.20.-b
In a previous work [1℄ we opened up for the possibil-
ity that gravity, onsidered to be one of the fundamental
interations in nature, is not a fundamental interation
after all. In our model, gravity is a dispersion interation
derived from more fundamental fores between partiles
having harmoni osillator interations. The dispersion
fores are obtained from the hange in the zero-point en-
ergy of the normal modes of the interation elds in the
system when the position of the omposite partiles are
hanged. This is in omplete analogy with the eletro-
magneti dispersion fores between atoms [2, 3℄. In the
eletromagneti ase there are two regions: the van der
Waals region for moderate distanes; the Casimir region
for larger distanes. We obtain orresponding regions in
our model but with the proper hoie of harateristi
frequeny of the omposite partile the van der Waals
region will never be observed; the range is smaller than
the diameter of the omposite partile. The dispersion
fore will have the r−2 dependene for all distanes just
as the gravitational fore has.
The reason we started looking for an alternative origin
of gravity is two-fold. One reason is that one has not been
able to verify the existene of the graviton, the quantum
of the gravitational eld. The seond is that reent ex-
periments [4℄ have pointed to an aelerated expansion of
the universe. "Vauum energy is both the most plausible
explanation and the most puzzling possibility", aord-
ing to Ref. [4℄. Another possible explanation ould be
found in a modied gravity. In the present work we pur-
sue along this seond path.
Big Bang ourred 13.7 billion years ago. Soon af-
ter the formation of atoms, matter and eletromagneti
radiation deoupled. Sine then the osmi bakground
radiation has expanded, in the same way as the rest of
the universe, with a fator of approximately 11 000. All
wave lengths have inreased with, and the temperature of
the osmi bakground radiation has dereased with, this
fator. The present temperature has been found to be 2.7
K. In analogy to this the radiation assoiated with the in-
teration between the fundamental partiles in our model
deoupled from matter at around the time when the om-
posite partiles were formed. This happened muh ear-
lier than the time of atom formation. Consequently the
temperature of this osmi bakground radiation is muh
lower than that of the eletromagneti ounterpart.
Here we will derive the dispersion fore at nite tem-
perature and demonstrate that this fore has a nite
range. There is a temperature orretion fator that
goes towards zero when the distane goes towards inn-
ity. The normal modes involved in the dispersion fores
are of two types. One type is bound to the partiles, the
atoms in the eletromagneti ase and the omposite par-
tiles in the ase of our model; it aets the fores only at
lose range, in the van der Waals range. The other type
is a vauum mode, modied by the boundary onditions
set up by the presene of the atoms or omposite parti-
les; this type of mode dominates at large separations, in
the Casimir range; it was the only type of mode in the
lassial work [5℄ by Casimir on the attration between
two perfetly onduting plates. This seond type should
be populated in aordane with the temperature of the
osmi bakground radiation. The rst type, whih we
are not onerned with here, ould be populated dier-
ently.
We found [1℄ the interation potential at zero temper-
ature is
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where we have used the fat that the exponential fator
drops o so fast that only the stati polarizabilities enter
and an be brought outside the integral. Making the re-
plaement αi (0) = mi
√
32piγ/25~c; i = 1, 2 of the stati
2polarizabilities gives
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where γ is the gravitational onstant. The fore is ob-
tained as
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At nite temperature the integral turns into a summation
[3℄
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where the n = 0 term should be multiplied by a fator
of one half. In the present ase we do not have to mind
this sine this term vanishes. We have
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This summation may be performed analytially and we
nd the temperature orretion fator is
G (r, T ) = F (r, T )/F (r, 0)
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where y = 2pir/~βc, x = exp (−2y), z = y/(1− x), and
β = 1/kBT . This temperature orretion fator is dis-
played in Fig. (1).
In summary, we have demonstrated that the gravi-
tational interation derived from partiles having har-
moni osillator interation potentials has a nite range
if the vauum modes have a non-zero temperature. We
have given the temperature orretion fator on analyti-
al form. This orretion fator should have an eet on
the expansion of the universe. To be noted is that the r
and T dependenes of the orretion fator is in the form
of the variable y. This means that the ut-o distane for
gravity inreases with the same speed as the expansion
of the universe.
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Figure 1: The temperature orretion fator. See the text for
details
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